FAQs

Q1) How to login in FVMS?
   A) Use ICAR email and password to login FVMS.

Q2) I am unable to login with ICAR email and password. How to login?
   A) Your ICAR email is not updated in service details section of PMS system. Please update your email.

Q3) How to update ICAR email in PMS?
   A) Write an email through official ICAR email to support.fvms@icar.gov.in or support.pms@icar.gov.in for updating your email in PMS with Official ICAR email and ERP ID.

Q4) I do not have ICAR email. How to create?
   A) Write an email to support.it@icar.gov.in through your Nodal Officer for creation of ICAR email.

Q5) Who to contact for website related issues?
   A) Write an email with screenshot of issue to support.fvms@icar.gov.in.

Q6) What is the average time requirement for getting NOC through FVMS portal for deputation duration of duration more than 3 months?
   A) Minimum time as per protocol is 15 days.

Q7) If I got selected for any fellowship and got the NOC from ICAR, do I need to apply again for availing that fellowship?
   A) Yes, once a scientist is selected then he/she has to take permission from DARE for availing the visit, i.e. he has to apply again.

Q8) There is no link to upload deputation report. How to upload it?
   A) Your office order/sanction letter is not uploaded in FVMS system.
      
      If your visit was under approved project visits please office order/sanction letter need to be uploaded from your Institute Director’s office. Otherwise you may contact concerned DARE section (from whom you have received approval/sanction letter) to do the same.